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Foresight for Security:
It is everybody’s business
Foresight 2.0 Training and
Capacity Development Workshop

The nature of security has changed dramatically. So much so that ‘security’
now demands new language, updated perspectives and fresh thinking.
Novel security issues are emerging from the interplay of technology,
communications, geo-politics, geo-economics, climate change, ethics and
cultural imperatives.
Security in this broader sense is everybody’s business… everywhere,
whether dealing with one or more of its five domains (see sidebar) or
active in one or more of Human Security’s seven fields (sidebar).The rising
participation and activism in the security realm is a product of many
factors. The number and type of major threats – clear and present, or
imaginable, and the number of combinations of these threats has risen
rapidly as advances in information technology increases awareness,
connections and joint actions.
Strategic Foresight can shed new light on this deepening mess.
Foresight for Security Workshop will provide participants with:
 Encouragement and provocation to see and think differently about
security and the future.
 Opportunities to openly share and explore security interests,
concerns, experiences and opinions.
 A model for testing the outputs of your Security Foresight thinking.
 A hands and mind-on interactive expereince.
Facilitation: Col. David Harries, (ret.) Ph.D., P Eng takes a global view of
security and the future. As Deputy Commandant, National Defence
College, Kingston, David studied the emerging future of over 50 countries.
As Chief Engineer of the UN in Bosnia he put his ideas into practice. Today,
David continues to teach civil-military relations for NATO. Most recently he
facilitated a senario-based exploration of a non-nuclear world for Pugwash
International. David is Associate Executive Director of Foresight Canada, a
board member of both the (Canadian) Global Initiatives Project and
Proteus Canada and Assistant Coach of the RMC varsity men’s Rugby
programme.

Who Should Attend?
Security practitioners and
stakeholders who also have an
eye on the emerging future.
Persons who want time to see
more fully and think more
deeply about security affairs.
Persons from private, public
and not-for-profit sectors, and
First Nations communities.

Security’s Five Domains
National Defence
Homeland Security
Public Safety
Response to Nature’s
Extremes
Preparation for Existential
Catastrophe

Human Security’s Seven*
Sectors: Freedom from:
Disease
Hunger
Unemployment
Crime
Social conflict
Political repression
Environmental hazards
*UNDP 2004 HDR

Generations of War
GW1 – Massed Manpower
GW2 – Massed Firepower
GW3 – Manoeuvre
GW4 – Insurgency using any
or all of political, economic,
social and military means
GW5 – Cyber-War
GW6 – ???

